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The quilt was hand-crafted by Norma Schafer, BC as a
fundraiser for the 2007 English Springer National
Specialty held in Chilliwack, BC April 13-15, 2007.

Each quilt square represents a special dog or Canadian
kennel and their history is told herein.

Reproduction of this booklet is prohibited without written permission from

the English Springer Spaniel Club of Canada.

A Note from the Quilt Creator

It has given me a lot of pleasure to make this quilt.  One of the
unexpected benefits was the opportunity to correspond with
Springer owners / breeders from across the country - thank
you all for your support. I would like especially to express
my gratitude to Dorothy Hunchak who generously allowed
me to use her original art work of the Springer in the design
that you see on the squares.   I would also like to thank Karen
Spalding for her help and advice and  Donna Toews for the
idea of a provenance which has given us all a chance to
share something of those wonderful dogs that have touched
our lives in many ways.   

Norma Schaffer



A1

Malysse

Malysse Kennel (Quebec) was established in 1987 when we 
started breeding Newfoundland dogs.

Then in 1990, we got our first English Cocker Spaniel (we still
do) and Joe came into our lives in 1998. We started breeding
springers and still enjoy every minute of it.

Robert Lacroix & Nathalie Clément
Malysse Kennel (QU)



A2

Mr Chips

Ch.MacFadgen's Mr.Chips

was only shown for one season by his handler Darren
MacKinnon, grandson of his owner. 

Chips was in his prime and collected Five Best in Shows and
also Best  in Spectacular judged by Quentin Laham of
California. 

Some of his descendants are in our breeding program.

Rhoda MadFadgen (NS)



A3 

Samson Esquire

Samson Esquire is our beloved pet. We will always thank Bertie
Nielson of Gleneire Kennels for our Very Special Springer. 

Samson is very loving, mischievous, and extremely smart.

He loves our bed; usually right in the middle; likes mom’s pillow
best;  and is addicted to fuzzy toys that squeak, gurgle or quack!! 
He maintains a full toy box and has never destroyed any of his
toys. In fact, he still has his first little squeaky toy; a tiny stuffed
lion, and he often brings it out to show us. 

Fishing is his favorite sport, besides ball retrieving of course, and
he loves his long walks with Mom and Dad.

Samson is our loving, constant companion, and goes everywhere
with us!!! He is a very happy and playful dog, who loves children
and is very obedient around them. 

Samson is a true joy in our lives!!!!

Mardi Zipursky & Fred Bugden (BC)



A4 

Khristopher Robin

Gail Chapman



A5   

Duarts Move Over Maggie

OTCH, Duarts Move Over, Maggie (Jill)
August 10, 1984 - June 5, 1999 

Owned and loved by Alex and Shirley Miller, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
Bred by Gayle MacLean of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

Jill was a successful competitor in the obedience ring for ten
consecutive years winning many high in class and high in trials.
In her later years she was awarded multiple first placements in
the Veterans class.   Well known for her consistency at one count
she had qualified 24 times consecutively. She placed in the top
three English springers in Canada 1986 through 1990, and in
1989 attained the status of number one Springer and number
two Sporting Dog in Canada.  Jill was trained and handled
exclusively by Alex until his sudden death in 1991.

As well, Jill was also a Flyball enthusiast and crowd pleaser and
a great ambassador for the breed, but most importantly a super
pet and wonderful companion (never to be forgotten).



B1 

Dash

"Dash" aka "MacFadgen Duart Atlantic Suite";
owned & loved by Gayle MacLean;

Duart(Reg) ESS, Dartmouth, NS,
is the treasure of the household.

At 4 years of age, "Dash" has mastered the "Jump For Joy",
a 180 degree back-flip from any position, stationary and in full
flight, precision Frisbee catching and, of course, a Springer special-
ty, "couch potato-ing".

She also, (probably) holds the record for length of consecutive
hours spent, while sprawled on the back of the sofa, being patted
by her buddy, Wayne. "Dash" has also won  Best Altered In Breed
awards at 2 ESSCC National Specialties.

What the future holds for this talented and beautiful girl, who
knows, except that she will always have a wonderful life and will
continue to keep her proud owners who love her, very, very happy. 



B2 

Bondirs et Tessera Deliberer
Ch Bondir’s et Tessera Deliberer A/C CD, AGI, SHD, ROMX, NA, NAJ,

NAC, NJC, TT

“Libby” was whelped on April 25, 1994, just a month before we lost her 3 year
old aunt (Ch Tessera’s Baie d’Or Bondir A/C TD, CD) to lymphosarcoma. We
called Libby our “angel” puppy – she was so well behaved and a welcome 
addition to our home. Unfortunately, at the age of four months Libby in her
exuberance while out running went “head over heels” into a badger hole and
broke her right front leg at the elbow. We worried that her future “show” or 
performance career was over before it started, but Libby was determined to
prove us wrong. When her break had healed, she returned first to the obedience
ring and then to the conformation ring. She obtained her Canadian CD in three
straight trials at 13 months of age. The same weekend that she finished her CD
she also obtained the first 3 points towards her Canadian championship with a
Best of Winners win (handled by Barb) – she was on her way.
She completed her Canadian Championship later that year with the help of 
handler Shannon Scheer – all of her wins were Best of Winners. Libby whelped
her first litter of seven at the age of three and welcomed her daughter “Minnie”
(Ch Bondir’s Eminent Encore A/C CD, AGN, AGNJ, NAJ) into the household.
Libby completed her American CD after her first litter of puppies – her legs
included two High in Classes at US Specialties. With Cally out of the ring
(while we attempted to breed her), it was Libby’s time to show. Libby, superbly

handled by CPA Handler Shannon Scheer, had a great time on a limited show
schedule. As a result of her numerous Breed and BOS wins including BOS at
WRESSAA’s 1999 Specialty, Libby was the recipient of the English Springer
Spaniel Club of Canada’s 1999 Best of Opposite Sex Springer of the Year award.
All of her success in the breed ring was in spite of her “unique” markings – one
person compared her to a mixed-up puzzle. Libby enjoys being busy and would
love to attend a “doggy” event every weekend. She’s helped many Junior
Handlers in the ring as a Juniors Dog and has also helped groomers learn to
groom. Her patience and sense of “fun” has served her well. She obtained her
Scent Hurdle Dog title quickly and then moved into the agility ring. She has her
Agility Intermediate Title in Canada & legs on her Excellent title – Anne always
complains that Libby was limited by her handling skills and not by Libby’s 
ability. Libby also has her AKC Novice Standard and Jumpers titles and legs in
Open – most legs with class placements including at ESSFTA Nationals. In
between her agility forays she whelped her second litter of seven puppies and
welcomed another daughter into the household (Amber, A/C Ch Bondir’s
Fasciner Ambre PCD). In 2004 she was awarded the ESSCC’s Register of Merit
and in 2006 she received her Register of Merit Excellent. She is the proud
“Mom” of CKC and AKC titled progeny in Conformation, Obedience and
Agility. Our “Leaping” Libby was bred by Doug and Dodie Hall and is owned
and loved by Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay; Bondir English Springer Spaniels.



B3 

Pickle aka Pixie

Gail Chapman



B4 

Gleneire

"Gleneire" (BC) was established in 1972 when I purchased my
first registered dog...a female Irish Setter that was so badly
behaved that I enrolled her in obedience classes and there I met
some "doggy people" that encouraged me to show her in confor-
mation as well and the rest is history. I no longer have any Irish
but I do have English Springers and Cavaliers and enjoy com-
peting in the show ring. I've produced many, many champions
and was lucky enough to own and show Canada's #1 Sporting
Dog in 1983 and he was my very first ESS!

This year we are celebrating "Elvis" being the Top Winning ESS
in Canada for 2006. Bertie is a Life Member of the CKC, the
founding President of SBCESSC and a founding member of the
ESSCC. She has been given the "Top Breeder" award of ESS in
Canada several times and has bred numerous BISS, BIS and
Obedience winners.

Bertie Nielson
Gleneire Kennel (BC)



B5  

Lyric

Renaissance Morning Song SH (AKA: Lyric)
(Sire: Multi Ch. Adamant's Superman  Dam: Willowbanks Even Song, Canada) 

DOB - December 2, 2002
Bred by A. Rendall, J. Merriman, J. Fowler, D. Swank. and 

S.Lentz; owned by Alice Rendall, Renaissance ESS and 
Melanie Conrad,Waternymph ESS, NS.

Lyric, a beautiful girl both in heart and soul, a dog put on the
earth to be everyone's mom. Gentle friend to all!



C1 

Otis

1998-2004

What does one say about a “heart dog”? 

A dog who teaches while he learns, is brave, and makes an
extraordinary companion. One might think first of an English
Springer Spaniel.

Otis was in a Washington state shelter when I got the call to
assess him. He growled at a child who jumped on his back and
was deemed dangerous. He was pulled from the euthanasia
room and taken into foster care. Once home, he sparkled with
all those special springer traits; joy of life, curiousity, creativity
and a genuine bond with his human.

Otis had long silky ears in a rich liver colour. He preferred to sit
in the passenger seat of the car and lean back on the door arm-
rest. Once during our travels, a man in a truck, pulled beside us
and looked down at the back of Otis’s head. He wolf-whistled
and, possibly thinking that Otis was a young woman playing
hard to get, yelled “Babe!”. Otis, ever so slowly, turned his head
to look at the man. I still remember the man’s red face and
acceleration away, as he realized that he was trying to charm a
dog.

Otis died well before his time from a malignant sinus tumor .
He is missed.

In moments of joy all of us wished
we possessed a tail we could wag...

Donna Toews (BC)



C2

Willkommen

Willkommen Kennels (ON) was established in 1982 for our origi-
nal breed Weimaraners. Then a black and white springer named
Ch Camwell Duart Chelsea Morning came into my life which
took a very different direction. In 1991 I obtained Ch MacFadgen
Maritime Overture. Tosca became the foundation of Willkommen
Springers and is present in the pedigree of every springer who
lives here today. 

We are a small kennel that breeds only one to two litters a year
but are very proud of our achievements. Willkommen kennels is
home to Can Am Aust Gr Ch Willkommen Latest Edition and
we hope to build on his legacy.

Barbara Turnbull
Willkommen Kennels (ON)



C3 

Lately

Willkommen Kennels would like to present 

Can Am Aust Gr Ch Willkommen Latest Edition

Lately was born January 8 1997 in a litter sired by Can Am
Serenade Storm Warning and my foundation bitch Can Ch
MacFadgen's Maritime Overture. Lately was a slow bloomer but
finished his Canadian championship quickly and then obtained
his American championship in four weekends with four majors.
Too young to special he remained at home until the summer of
2001 when he hit the campaign trail. 

He loved being on the road and began to place consistently in
the group. He capped off the 2001 show season by winning BIS
at one of Canada's largest shows and finishing the year as #2
springer in the country despite limited showing. He also caught
the eye of Kaye McGhie of Fraelighte springers in Australia. 

After much persuasion it was agreed that Lately would spend a
year in Australia which eventually become two. Due to the time
to prepare him for his trip it was decided to campaign him in
Canada in 2002. He continued to place consistently in the group
and also won the National Specialty that year. Despite not com-
pleting the 2002 show season Lately was Canada's #1 springer
and #9 sporting dog of the year. He left for Australia in
November 2002. He made his Australian show debut on New
Year's Eve by winning BIS. He completed his Australian champi-
onship in four shows by capturing 4 BIS. 

The rest is history. He completed his grand championship in a
record nine months. He completed his show career with a total of
43 BIS and is the top winning springer in Australian history.
Lately has retired from active campaigning and is now leaving
the winning to his children and grandchildren on both sides of
the ocean. 

Barbara Turnbull (ON)



C4 

Edward 

BISS Ch.Waternymphs Rhythm of The Heart 
(AKA: Edward to his friends)

(Sire: Ch. Adamant's True Fashion JH, CGN
Dam: Renaissance Morning Song SH - Canada) 

DOB - September 1, 2005

Bred by M&S Conrad, owned by M&S Conrad and Alice Rendall.

Edward, with his full-undocked tail, is the history-making
puppy who went best of breed at the 2006 English Springer
Spaniel Club of Canada National Specialty.



C5 

Waternymph's Get Off My Cloud

Ch. Waternymph's Get Off My Cloud
DOB - September 1, 2005

Bred by M&S Conrad, owned by M&S Conrad and Alice Rendall.

Avery the sweet little brown dog who finished her champi-
onship quickly as a puppy, with her lovely full, undocked tail.
Avery is now home; growing up and enjoying her life, watching
TV and playing with all her family.



D1 

Elvis

Ch Gleneires Elvis Presley VIC

Elvis is Canada's #1 Springer for 2006 and a true ambassador of
good will for the breed. He is co-owned and loved by Sheila
McClure with Bertie Nielson the breeder.

Elvis is sired by "Boss" (BISS Ch. Gleneire's CEO Reflection) 
and he is a grandson of "Trucker" so this makes him the third
consecutive generation of BISS winners produced by Gleneire.

Elvis is also on his way to making his mark as a wonderful 
producer; watch for his son Gleneire's Deal or No Deal co-
owned by Sheila to make his appearance in a ring near you.
Elvis is "major" pointed in the USA and we anticipate that he
will finish there shortly. He is a constant joy to live with and
simply "goes with the flow"; nothing rattles the "King"!! His
favourite tune is "Love Me Tender".

(By the way, everyone asks what VIC stands for at the end of his
name —well it means— "Very Important Canine", which of
course he is!)

Bertie Nielson (BC)



D2 

MacFadgen's

MacFadgen's Perm.Reg'd Kennels (NS) established in the late
1950's. George Tabner provided us with our first Stud:
Lindholme's Gorrick Gamestar and we had two females from
Gay Beauties of Illinois.

Through the years we had wonderful dogs from Salilyn,
Canarch, Kerrilee and Karmen to mention just a few and last
but not least, we have two of "Lately's pups" who are producing
beautiful pups of their own. 

His full name is:

Can/Am/Grand Australian Ch. Willkommen's Latest Edition and he
was bred by Barbara Turnbull and Reta MacFadgen Sarvaria.

We have always loved the breed and recently received a picture
of Lloyd's grandfather with his young family and what was in
the middle of the picture but a Springer Spaniel! 

Rhoda MacFadgen
MacFadgen's Perm Reg'd Kennels (NS) 



D3  

Adamants True Fashion

Ch. Adamants True Fashion JH CGN SJATD (aka Versace)
DOB - June 8, 2002

Co-owned by Melanie Conrad (Waternymph) and Shirley Miller

Versace was imported from the world famous kennel Adamant
at 11 weeks, and has gone on to be the dog everyone dreams of
owning (doing us proud in whatever we endeavour to do with
him). We decided to show him, despite the fact that he would
be viewed as somewhat different from the English Springer
Spaniels in Canada and the United States that we see in the
show ring, especially because of his non-docked tail.  We were
very pleased with how well he was received by both Canadian
and International judges receiving his championship in three
weekends as a puppy with multiple group placements in very
competitive sporting groups.

Ch. Adamants True Fashion JH CGN SJATD is the first Finnish
import to receive a championship in North America.

After taking a year off to "grow up" he is shown occasionally
and has earned many more group placements.



D4 

Allie

Multi BIS Can/Am Ch Shore First Impression CD

Allie was the puppy I kept from my very first litter.

She didn't let me out of her sight from day one. No matter what I was
doing, Allie was right there. She was so smart. She obtained her CD
without ever attending an obedience class. She just watched me
working with her parents and copied what they did. Of course, I was
thrilled, and she was trained that quick! 

Allie was a multi BIS winner but is probably best known for going
WB at Eastern defeating 112 bitches in 1995. I had to ask for help in
the winner's ring as her 6 month old daughter, Lacey, had won her
class too. 

What a wonderful foundation for Shore Kennel.

Barbara Orr  (NB)



D5 

Bondir

Bondir is French for "to spring" or "to leap"; and is pronounced
"bohn-DEER". It is the CKC registered Kennel name for three 
sisters Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay of Calgary Alberta. We have
owned English Springer Spaniels since 1979. Originally from
Ontario, we have lived in Alberta since 1978. In 1989 we became
founding members of the Wild Rose English Springer Spaniel
Association of Alberta (WRESSAA).

In 1991, we purchased Bonny (Ch Tessera's Baie d'Or Bondir CD,
A/C TD, TT). She was the inspiration for our Kennel name.
Unfortunately, we lost Bonny to lymphosarcoma at the age of 3
before we were able to breed her. Luckily, we were able to pur-
chase two wonderful English Springer Spaniels in 1994 with the
help of friends that have allowed us to carry on her tradition of
being a wonderful family companion that is successful in both
conformation and performance events.

Although we participate in organized dog sports & activities
with our dogs, all of our dogs are first and foremost our family
pets. After joining WRESSAA, we became more actively involved
in CKC (Canadian Kennel Club) & AKC (American Kennel Club)
competitive events. We have all been on the executive of our
regional breed club (WRESSAA). Currently Barb is Past
President, Anne is Treasurer and Lynn is Secretary. We are editors
of its educational newsletter THE SPRINGER TIMES. We are all
members of the English Springer Spaniel Club of Canada
(ESSCC). Barb has been the regional director for the ESSCC &
currently we are editors of its newsletter "National Springer" and
its webmasters. We are also members of the English Springer
Spaniel Field Trial Association (ESSFTA), the U.S. parent club for
the breed; our local dog fanciers association (CADF) & Lynn was
on the Board of Directors of PALS (Pet Access League Society)
from 1994 through 2004.



E1 

Cascadian Caliner de Bondir

“Cally” otherwise known as Ch Cascadian Caliner de Bondir A/C CD, AGI,
AGJNS, NA, NAJ, NAP, NJP, NAC, NJC, ADC, TT, was whelped on May 5,
1994 in Salem Oregon. 
Our “Miss America” joined our family in the summer of 1994. She quickly
became fast friends with our other black & white puppy “Libby” (Ch Bondir’s
et Tessera Deliberer A/C CD, AGI, SHD, NA, NAJ, NAC, NJC, TT) and tried,
without success, to endear herself to our 15 year old liver & white girl
“Mandy” (Baie d’Or Amandine). After a few “false” starts in the show ring,
she came to love showing. At twelve + years of age she still loves to fly
around the ring. When first learning agility, if she was unsure of an element or
task, she would “strut” around the equipment. Cally quickly finished her
Canadian championship and while waiting to mature worked learning obedi-
ence and agility and being Lynn’s constant companion. We occasionally
showed Cally in 1997 with the help of professional handler Shannon Scheer
and Cally became our first Group placing girl. As a result of her successes that
year she was awarded Best of Opposite Springer of the Year by the English
Springer Spaniel Club of Canada for 1997. 
Her wins in the conformation ring have included BOS at WRESSAA’s 1997
and 2002 Specialties, BISS at WRESSAA’s 2004 Specialty (held in conjunction
with the ESSCC 2004 National) and Award of Merit winner at the ESSCC’s
2000 National – not a bad list of accomplishments for a black & white girl with
no collar and no blaze. Although she obtained her American and Canadian
CD with class placements (she was awarded the ESSCC High Scoring Novice
Obedience Springer of the Year award in 1999) her real love now is in the
agility ring. Splitting her time in the agility ring between Canada and the
United States she obtained her CKC Intermediate Agility title, her AKC
Novice Jumpers and Standard titles and then, at the age of 10, moved into the
preferred classes. At the age of 12 she very successfully obtained two new
agility titles – her AGNJS and NJP, with class placements and perfect scores.
She hopes to spend this summer competing at more agility trials. 
After two unsuccessful breedings, including a bout with pyometra that we
treated medically, Cally finally became a ‘Mom” to two black & white puppies
in 2001. Her daughter “Gigi” (Ch Bondir’s Gamine Georgine), had a litter of
ten in July of 2006 and is carrying on her Mom’s “singing” ways. Our girl is
aging gracefully and we think only “gets better with age”. Cally was bred by
David Steinke & Carol Jansen and is owned and loved by Lynn, Anne & Barb
Dorsay; Bondir English Springer Spaniels. 



E2

Sprite

Can. Int'l CH Serenade's Sprite TD

Can. Int'l Ch Serenade's Sprite TD is a sweet boy who started his
competition career at 8 mos. of age by earning his tracking dog title.
He finished his championship at the ESSCC National 2004.

Sprite has a driving passion for flushing pheasants and likes nothing
more than to spend his days with me.

Karen Spaulding 



E3 

Echo

Ch/OTCh  Brigola’s Northern Echo  Am CDX, 
Am/Can TD, CGN, CGC, AAC-VADC 

March 1991 – June 2006.

Echo was my “once in a lifetime” dog.  

She was the most amazing companion, enthusiastically at my
side whether she was with me while I worked in the field as a
wildlife biologist, riding co-pilot in my car as we travelled the
many miles together, out in front hiking the countless trails,
heeling beside me in perfect unison in the obedience ring as she
earned one of her many High in Trials, or curled up beside me
on the couch dreaming of our next adventure together.  

The intensity of her gaze when she looked at me could move me
to tears.  She and I had a connection that cannot be described;
she was my ‘soul’ dog and will be forever missed, but her legacy
lives on in her offspring.

Linda Murray (BC)
Misko English Springer Spaniels



E4 

English Springer Rescue Association of Canada

The rescue association was created in 2002 when springer fanciers
saw the need for rescuing, rehabilitating and rehoming springers
whose lives are changed by their owners’ circumstances.

Our membership includes fanciers from all across Canada and
we welcome the participation of anyone wanting to improve 
the lives of springers in our care. ESRAC is delighted to have
the support of the English Springer Spaniel Club of Canada
membership from which we refer as a dependable and accurate
resource for information regarding the breed.

In addition to working with local shelters and individuals, we
participate in public events as a way of educating dog owners of
their responsibilities. We attempt to match every springer to the
appropriate home and offer long-term assistance including
training ideas or advice to correct unwanted behaviours. 

We fundraise and gratefully accept donations to support our
foster dogs’ veterinary expenses. Our website draws many 
viewers who can see pictures of the springers we’ve rehomed 
or apply to adopt a foster dog.

None of our  fosters find jobs in the category of “lawn ornaments”
and we find our greatest success when we match families who
understand and believe that springers ARE part of the family.

We take great pride in celebrating the 10th Annual National
Specialty Show and Trial (2007) with all the participants and hold-
ing our first recognized springer Parade of Rescues. 

www.esracanada.org

Put a Springer in your step!



E5

Joe

MBISS. MBIS. Am. Can. Ch. Bryden Malysse Meet Joe Black CD
or better known as Joe Black.

Joe came into our lives at two months of age from David
Swartwood. David is breeder and co-owner. Joe was showing
signs that he was made for the show ring.

He finished his Championship while still a puppy with 3 Best
Puppy in Show. Shown on a regular basis, he became Top
English Springer in 2003 and also # 10 Sporting dog in Canada.

He won back-to-back Nationals in 2004 and 2005. His career
stats... 139 Best of Breed, 97 Group placements, 6 Best in Shows, 2
Canadian National Specialty wins and 1 All Spaniel Specialty as
a veteran... only shows that he was made for the show ring 

Thank you Joe, you made me proud!

Robert Lacroix & Nathalie Clément (QU)



F1 

Trucker 

BIS. MBISS. Can./Am. Champion Gleneire's C.E.O. 

"Trucker" was a wonderful show dog and was in the top five
show ESS for three consecutive years. He was a "showman" in
the truest sense of the word and loved being in the ring and
hearing the applause which he thought was only for him.. He
started his winning ways as a baby in December 1990 and won
Best in Specialty from the Senior Puppy class at the English
Springer Spaniel Club of Manitoba and also Best Puppy in Show
(Northwinds) and then to culminate his show career he won
the very first Canadian National in 1998 from the Veterans Class
and made his momma proud.

Although he crossed the Rainbow Bridge years ago he is going
to sire a litter for me this year as I have frozen his sperm. It will
certainly be a very "Special" litter and I can't wait to have a son
and a daughter of his again. Thanks Trucker!!

Bertie Nielson (BC)



F2 

Kaska

OTCH Misko's Kaska  TDX, WS / Am. TD, CDX

Kaska is Norma Schaffer's companion and partner in a variety
of dog activities:  obedience, tracking, hunt test, rally and pet
therapy.   

He taught Norma a lot about tracking and went on to acquire
his Working Spaniel certificate at 9 years of age; at the very first
hunt test they attended.  

Now more than 12 years old, Kaska is retired from competition
but continues his work as a St. John Ambulance therapy dog. 

Norma Schaffer (BC) 



F3

ESSCC 2007

On behalf of the ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIEL CLUB OF CANADA and in
particular, the Planning Committee of this our 10th Annual National
Specialty Show and Trial I welcome you as exhibitors, fanciers, 
competitors and friends.
We have a wonderful entry and I thank you one and all for your ter-
rific support. This support comes not only in the form of a great entry
but also  the manner in which you generously gave  your financial
backing, the outstanding contributions to our silent auction and our
two big fundraisers - the Springer Quilt and the Robert Bateman
Print. It is impossible to hold a successful National without this ongo-
ing support and we truly "Thank You"!
History is being made here today as we are going to see the first
Parade of English Springer Rescue dogs at a Canadian National.
These are dogs have been rehomed for various reasons.....some that
we really don't want to know about we but must realize that not all
fanciers of ESS treat these wonderful dogs the way they should be
treated. Whether it is a breeder that won't take responsibility for the
animals they produce or just a sad family situation that makes keep-
ing the dog impossible, we celebrate these new owners that have
stepped up to the plate and, no matter the problem, have welcomed
these gorgeous dogs into their family with love. We TRULY THANK
YOU!
I would also like to thank all the members and non members of my
planning committee that have given so tirelessly of their time, energy
and support in so very many ways. It is impossible to hold a success-
ful National without all this generosity and I truly want you all to
know that you "Just Did It" and I genuinely appreciate it. A special
Thank You must go to Mrs. Monika Pinsker for all her assistance and
the invitation to join the Renaissance Dog Association Shows.
This weekend is a great opportunity to welcome old friends and make
new ones and our common love of this very versatile breed makes
this possible so please enjoy your time with us and I wish you all a
"winning weekend" and thank you for joining us

Bertie Nielson
2007 Show Chairperson



F4 

Tanash

Tanash Kennel (BC) would like to honour the memory of Tango, my
black and white bitch (Tanaki's Spring In My Step)  that taught me so
much.

Karina Howell 
Tanash Kennel (BC)



F5

Duarts Run For The Roses

Ch. Duart's Run for the Roses, CDX (Holly)
November 17, 1986 - February 5, 2000 

Owned and loved by Alex and Shirley Miller, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
bred by Gayle MacLean of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

Holly began her show career the day she turned six months of
age by winning best puppy in show and going up over specials.
She finished her championship in three shows.  Throughout her
show career she was awarded many best puppy in groups, and
group placements.  She also scored very well in the obedience
ring missing many high in trials by only a half a point.    

Holly, my champagne lady!




